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LOCATION OF CLAIMS AND ACCESS
42A01NE0170OP91-235 GRENFELL 010

The claims covered in this report (Kapaxua ^reeK or ivapaKiia doum; are located 
along Kapakita Creek, north and west of Armer Lake, at latitude 48" 11 'N; longitude 
800 10'W in the north-east corner of Grenfell township, in the Larder Lake Mining District, 
in the District of Temiskaming.

Access to these claims from the town of Kirkland Lake is by a northward bush road 
extension from the Goldthorpe road to Armer Lake. This route can be traversed by ATV 
or with four wheel drive in the drier seasons. The claims are easily accessed in winter by 
snowmobile. Alternative access during the wet season is by boat and canoe via 
Wewegimok Lake though access may be restricted by private interests. The large beaver 
meadow on claim 1112059 is sometimes a readily walked wetland (1990) and sometimes 
inundated with water (1991) depending on the height of the beaver dam located at the north 
end of the meadow.

Claims and their geographical location are indicated in Figure 1.

CLAIMS IN THIS APPLICATION ARE SHARED EQUALLY BY THE THREE 
INDIVIDUALS WHOSE NAMES AND HOME ADDRESSES APPEAR BELOW

Blaine Vallier, 51 Second St., Kirkland Lake, Ontario, P2N 1R4 
Prospectors Licence Number - K19101

Alain Carreau, 14 Furlong Ave, Kirkland Lake, Ontario, P2N 2A6 
Prospectors Licence Number - K22280

Ludvik Prevec, 944 LaSalle Park Rd., Burlington, Ontario, L7T 1M9 
Prospectors Licence Number - K20343

SUMMARY OF THE WORK BEING REPORTED

All work carried out on claims 1169072, 1169148-50 inclusive

1. line cutting and picketting - base line (E/W) (1400 m) 
survey lines (N/S) at 100 m spacing, pickets at 25 m

2. VLF survey on N/S lines, Crone Radem tuned to 24.0 kH (transmission from 
Cutler, ME). Dip, Total Horizontal Field and Quadrature recorded. Total 
field data corrected for diurnal variation by tieback readings.

3. Magnetometer survey on N/S lines, Geometrics G816/826A 
magnetometer, tuned to 60 kgammas. Readings corrected 
for diurnal variation by tieback readings at intervals 
of 2 hours or less.
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VALLffiR EXPLORATION
KAPAKITA CREEK
GRENFELL TWP
LARDER LAKE MINING DISTRICT



GEOLOGY AND PREVIOUS EXPLORATION WORK IN NE GRENFELL TWP:

The geology of the northeast quarter of Grenfell Twp., as mapped by Grant in 1963, 
consists mainly of tholeiitic metavolcanics and associated pyroclastics of the Kinojevis 
group. The granitic Winnie Lake intrusive, which dominates the geology to the immediate 
NE, makes contact with the volcanics in our two easterly claims. While the overall 
geological trend of volcanics in Grenfell Twp is SE, structures in our claims are generally 
oriented east-west. A swing from N/S to E/W orientation is seen in conductive horizons 
detected in claim 1112059. Acidic volcanics (dacites and rhyolites) are exposed in the 
north and west portion of our claims and more basic andesites exposed to the south-east. 
Sulphide-bearing cherty tuff and argillaceous horizons strike east-west within the zone of 
the felsic volcanics.

Early work by Kelore Mines (1954-55) and some drilling carried out by them and 
by INCO in 1965 and Kerr Addison in 1966 concentrated on regions to the west of our 
present holdings. A magnetometer and VLF survey by Canton Mines in 1973 covered a 
portion of the claims in our present work report. The surveys by Canton Mines were 
carried out along east-west lines (in keeping with the north-south strike of formations to the 
west!) and were therefore insensitive to good definition of east-west striking anomalies. 
Despite the identification of regions of high local magnetics they could not correlate these 
with conductors and failed to identify drill targets. In 1979 a cluster of EM anomalies were 
detected on or near our claim area by an airborne INPUT survey carried out for the Ontario 
Geological Survey.

In 1981-82 Minorex Ltd carried out an intensive survey of a considerable portion 
of NE Grenfell Twp (excluding our claims 1112057 and 1112058). Most of the previous 
work is summarized in an assessment work report prepared for Minorex Ltd in 1982 by 
Denis Bray (#2.4676). The report describes the geology as well as the results of 
magnetometer, VLF, geochemical and diamond drilling carried out in 1981-82 in this 
region. A large number of conductive sulphide zones were identified. Some of these were 
magnetic zones of massive pyrite-phyrrotite while others were intervolcanic tuff horizons 
containing significant low grade Cu, Zn and Pb sulphides. Again it should be pointed out 
that except for a small VLF survey carried out on N/S lines and which is not included in 
the assessment work report, all of their surveys were run on lines insensitive to east-west 
striking conductors.

More recent work was carried out by Tundra Exploration (Oct. 1989) and 
Tundra/Pamorex (Jan. 1990) on the old Winnie Lake Mine property in Teck township 
immediately to the east of our claims. Ten drill holes in east-west sulphide zones in 
volcanics adjoining the Winnie Lake intrusive returned good copper and zinc values in at 
least four of these holes with good sulphide zones in the others (Northern Miner Mar. 15, 
1990). The sulphide-bearing formations on the Winnie Lake property are on strike with 
those on our claims.



Under the auspices of a 1990 OPAP grant we identified two major east-west striking 
conductive zones corresponding to the north and south sulphide bearing horizons previously 
described by Minorex (see or Assessment Work Report of 1990). These zones, each from 
20 to 50 m wide, are shown as 'N' and 'O' on our figure, and extend at least 900 m over 
three claims. Zone 'N' was intersected by drill holes KC-81-7 and KC-81-12, and partly 
intersected by KC-80-1, drilled by Minorex in 1980-81. Anomalous zinc and minor copper 
values were detected in tuff formations in all three holes.

Zone 'O', is being drilled by us this summer along the east side of claim 1112059 
(VE-19-1; work in progress). This anomaly comprises a thick (at least 50 meters) sulphide- 
bearing sedimentary horizon which outcrops along the strike of N80E and dips 80 deg S. 
Samples taken from an outcrop and from core assays showed anomalous zinc values ^ 
1000 ppm) and lesser anomalous copper values. We believed that conductive zone 'O' 
might continue to the south-west and that it might be associated with magnetics previously 
described south of the large beaver meadow. Having this year acquired the requisite claims, 
we were in a position to investigate this possibility.

VLF AND MAGNETOMETER SURVEYS: ANALYSIS OF DATA

The results of the VLF and magnetometer surveys run on north-south lines, with 
readings taken at 25 m intervals, are presented in the accompanying figures. The VLF dip 
angle data (Fig. 2) identified only one conductor running in a SW to NE direction across 
claims 1169148 and 1169149. This conductor was particularly well defined on lines 
1+OOW, 0+00 and 1+OOE. The conductor identified on these claims would seem to be a 
westward continuation of anomaly 'O' previously identified on 1112059 to the north. This 
conductor is of some significance since it lies in the region of the strongest signals detected 
by the INPUT survey of 1969. Furthermore, as seen in Figure 3 the conductor coincides 
on lines 1+OOW and 0+00 with a large magnetic high. The magnet anomalies which were 
detected in this region by Canton Mines and by Minorex prior to our work and which were 
difficult to interpret from data obtained on east-west surveys, present a somewhat simpler 
picture from our data. The magnetic anomalies seen in Figure 3 consist of two east-west 
oriented magnetic highs with associated magnetic lows. This type of pattern is consistent 
with the presence of sheet-like magnetic horizons, striking east-west, separated by some 50 
to 100 m. The relative magnitude of the positive and negative anomalies would suggest a 
considerable increase of magnetic material at depth or a significant overall depth of this 
material. Since neither the extent of remanent magnetism nor the correlation of a specific 
high with a specific low is known it is not possible to determine the direction or magnitude 
of dip from this data.



ECONOMIC POTENTIAL AND PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE EXPLORATION:

The discovery of a strong VLF conductor in association with a series of coincident 
and parallel magnetic highs and all within a possible sulphide-bearing cherty tuff horizon 
suggests that this is an excellent drill target for a potential commercial massive sulphide 
deposit. In particular the fact that this target is located in the region of maximal response 
as defined by INPUT survey and that it lies directly upstream of the major anomalous 
concentration of soil-associated copper, as determined in a geochemical analysis by 
Minorex, are favourable to this being a significant anomaly. The location of this east-west 
trending horizon within felsic volcanics and the association of this region with areas of 
anomalous pyrite-phyrrotite concentrations would fit the classical model of massive sulphide 
deposition in submarine volcanic environments.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. The magnetic-conductive anomaly south of the beaver meadow should be examined 
in some detail to define the probable extent and nature of the sulphides responsible for the 
anomaly. Geophysical procedures such as pulse EM may be particularly useful prior to 
drilling. Deep hole drilling should be accompanied by down-hole EM procedures to ensure 
that a desired target is not missed.

2. Careful geological examination and sampling of outcrop in the vicinity of the 
anomalies and particularly near or between anomalies N and O should be done to determine 
the possible spatial relationships of the anomalies to each other and to the general trend of 
the pillow volcanics in the region.



Statement of Qualifications:

I, Ludvik Prevec, was born in Kirkland Lake in 1936 and was educated in St. Jerome School and 
Kirkland Lake C *fe VI. I worked at the Teck Hughes Gold Mine, both in the assay office and 
in the Engineering Office as an underground surveyor.

I received a BSc in Geology and Physics (Geophysics) from the University of Toronto in 1959. 
I worked in both geophysical (Western Geophysical Co., seismic exploration, N. Alberta) and 
geological exploration (Geological Survey of Canada, Eastern Quebec and Labrador).

I recived an MA and PhD from the University of Toronto in Biophysics and am currently a 
Professor of Biology and Pathology at McMaster University, Hamilton.

For the past seven years I have participated in prospecting, property evaluation and geological 
and geophysical assessment work in the Kirkland Lake area.

I have been a member of the Prospectors and Developers Association for the past six years and 
regularly participate in the prospecting classes and in the presentations of the Annual Prospectors 
and Developers Convention.

L. Prevec
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VALLIER EXPLORATION
GRENFELL TWP 

KAPAKITA CREEK (KAPAKITA SOUTH)
VLF EM SURVEY 

Instrument: Crone Radem 135
Station: Cutler, ME. 

Frequency: 24.0 kH
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Prepared by: 
Date:
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Yallier, Slaine; ',x arreau, A.I; Prevec, Ludvik

Irenfell Township by Howard Lovell 1991 Aug OS

Purpose: Request by prospector Slaine Vallier to see their 

diamond drill site. Gary Grabowski, the Sudbury-based inspector 

tor Ontario Prospectors Assistance Program to visit site next 

Monday. L. Prevec is a Biology professor at Hexaster U and has 

a BA in geophysics. 

Observations: (Air photo 86-4807, 82-29)

We branched northwest from the Winnie Lake road at a point 

a few metres north of the bridge north of Armer Lake and travelled by 

ATV road to claim 1112059 southeastern part, on Kapakita Oreek north 

bank. The claim to the east belongs to Richard Condie, who once 

had all these claims optioned to ^ in o r ex and has recently restaked 

the one claim. The "allier -C-ray diamond drill site (photo from 

Slaine) has the drill dipping 45 at 340 azimuth and is collared 

in "'chin-bedded interbedded sandstone and mudstone that is exposed 

more than 10m wide at the drill site and is intersected at the top 

of the drill hole. This cormposit ionally banded bedded sedimentary 

irock consists of interoandea dark grey mudstone and buff colored 

sandstone and resemble Bandea Iron Formation but neither of the two 

types of bands is magnetic. Vallier Exploration is diamond drilling 

at this location because of a east-west VLF and magnetometer anomaly 

which they detected last year with OPAP funding. The airborne "^M 

map Grenfell 2262A of the Kirkland Lake incentives Program has E: M 

anomalies along a bkrn long areomagnetic anomaly trending east-west 

through this region. Minorex diamond drilled two holes on a parallel 

VLP anomaly just north of here (drilled towards N). These sediments 

fire turbidites and might be interbedded with basalts deposited 

fairly far from what is assumed by the writer to be the basin 

margin (Larder Lake group under the Temiskarning Group at Kirkland 

Lake) and therfore possibly the basalts were deposited in deep 

v/ater. The hole, now at 160 feet, is to be deepened 50 feet to :; 

sample the contact of these sediments with e.g f a volcanic flow 

if possible. However considering the proximity to the Winnie 

Lake stocK the top might lie southward, therefore the plan is next 

to turn the drill around 180 and sample the sediments just below 

the assumed overlying flow where chances would theoretically be 

better for gold concentrations. (next visit here or else from

the
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VALLIER EXPLORATION
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3

GRENFELL 3
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81-11,81-12
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783 (85/12) For features such as foliation, bedding, schistosity, measured from the long axis of the core. t Additional credit available. See Assessment Work Regulations.
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